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Dante Connect makes IP-based remote production a reality, enabling 
centralized audio production in the cloud utilizing readily available, reliable 
Dante-enabled AV-over-IP products on the ground. 

Produce anywhere, send it anywhere.  
With Dante Connect, a network of Dante audio products can 
send up to 256 channels of synchronized audio ingest directly 
from any site to Virtual Machines running on cloud services 
to do editing and production for broadcast. Instead of 
expensive OB truck deployments, Dante Connect lets producers 
use equipment already on-premises while cloud-based editing 
allows skilled mixing engineers and A1s to do their jobs from 
wherever they are. 

Built to be managed. 
Dante Connect is integrated with Dante Domain Manager, so 
your devices and connections are securely managed across 
your deployment. The new API for Dante provides integration 
with third-party products and services, allowing channel 
subscriptions, device configurations and domain membership 
to be controlled from wherever it is needed. The API makes it 
easy to automate common tasks for rapid, error-free changes. 

Professional audio broadcast production 
from anywhere, to anywhere. 
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Build it up, tear it down. Fast. 
IT automation platforms allow broadcasters to stand up an 
instance of Dante Connect on a cloud infrastructure platform in 
minutes to accommodate any event. These same tools allow an 
instance to be torn down just as quickly, so customers only use 
the resources they need to get the jobs done. 

Produce at scale. 
Dante Connect isn’t limited to a single cloud instance. Audio 
can be distributed around the globe so different teams can  
use the same audio in multiple tools and locations to address  
different audiences, different languages, and different needs. 
Edited content can be shared in real time between multiple  
VMs in cloud instances.

Listen in 
Dante Connect provides low-bandwidth remote monitoring of 
audio so producers and TDs can check in from anywhere with 
only a web browser to make sure everything is working. Special 
Comms channels provide behind-the-scenes communication 
between operators, crew, talent, and staff.

Dante Connect transports audio between contributors, 
mixing engineers, and producers via the internet in a 
secure system that covers large distances without the 
need for mobile production units, and lets operators use 
their own choice of software editing suites. 

Benefits of Dante Connect include:
• Local Dante devices connect directly to cloud services.

• 256 channels of audio per VM for complex events
• Exchange Dante audio between cloud VMs to allow endless  

    expansion of capabilities.
• Extend Dante Connect across multiple instances and   

    regions for world-wide coverage.
• Remote monitoring allows producers to check on audio   

    over a lightweight webRTC connection without risk of  
    interruption to source channels.  

For more information, please visit: audinate.com/danteconnect


